Enhancement of the cochlear nerve compound action potential: sharply defined frequency-intensity domains bordering the tuning curve.
Forward masking can either decrease or increase the response to a subsequent stimulus. In the gerbil, frequency-intensity domains of the maskers that decrease the amplitude of the compound action potential (CAP) can be plotted as the sharply defined CAP tuning curve (TC). Regions were also found over which masking increases (enhances) the amplitude of the CAP. Center-frequency (CF) enhancement domains were found in approximately 2/3 of the animals tested, in response to maskers having frequencies very near that of the probe stimulus, at levels ranging from below the CAP detection threshold to just below the tip threshold of the TC. Approximately 2/3 of the animals showing CF enhancement also displayed low-frequency (LF) enhancement, in response to a domain which borders the low-frequency tail of the TC.